Brief explanation of the `Summary table´ [Part of preprint publication `METAPSYCHOLOGY and PSYCHOLOGY, METAPSYCHIATRY and PSYCHIATRY, METAPSYCHOTHERAPY and PSYCHOTHERAPY.
A new theory on psyche, mental disorders and their psychotherapy - in particular schizophrenia.´] The links connect directly to corresponding sections of this publication. (19.03.2019)
Overall, the table shows a new classification of the psyche and from left to right the possibilities of the emergence of mental illness, especially schizophrenia.
The leftmost vertical column shows the classification of psychical Relevant in Dimensions and Differentiations.
The Differentiations I derived in various levels from general patterns of language which I exactly described in the chapter 'Metapsychology' .
The Dimensions show the rank of a differentiation.
I have listed 7 dimension aspects (Aa1-7). The bold signed terms of cell Aa1: Absolute (A) Relative (R) and Nothing (0) are guiding words which include the other dimensions.
The horizontal rows show from the left to the right the development of psychical symptoms or disorders up to the schizophrenia.
of the columns
summary table:
The column A include metapsychology, BBrief
to Dexplanation
psychology,
E to N metapsychiatry and columns O to V psychiatry especially T-V schizophrenia.
Overall, the table shows a new classification of the psyche and from left to right the possibilities of the emergence of mental illness, especially schizophrenia.
`The neutral psychic Relevant' one finds on
topvertical
horizontal
row leftmost.
Here
I listed Relevant
generalinand
personal
forms, functions and actions in columns A to D in all aspects. This corresponds essentially to the
The the
leftmost
column shows
the classification
of psychical
DIMENSIONS
and`neutral´
DIFFERENTIATIONS.
The DIFFERENTIATIONS I derived in various levels from general kinds of language which I exactly described in the chapter 'Metapsychology' .
classification of the parts `Metapsychology´
(column A) and `Psychology' in the publication.
The DIMENSIONS show the rank of a differentiation.
I called the next bigger segment (columns E to K) `emergence and character of the It´. I understand `It' as a new strange entity, created by `inversions´, which dominates psychic relevant (pr) systems, especially human.
Column G shows how `It' forms emerge, column H shows the different kinds of the It and column I its properties.
Inversion means mistakes of the Absolute,
Relative
and
Nothingness
(leading
concepts)
or their
I listed different known ideologies as a starting point for those inversions in the column E because they invert
The column J should show with the symbol
↕, that the
It invert in turn
people synonyms.
(or other pr systems).
The It have another
the person
in the long term
than at short
term. In the column
the unfavorable long-term character of the It is shown
the Absolute and Relative. They stand exemplarily
for aeffect
hugetowards
number
of unnamed
individual
ideologized
basicKattitudes.
and his possible impacts in general from L to N and from O to S the impacts on person concerning. Finally, all possible symptoms of schizophrenia are listed exemplarily from column T to V.
Column G shows how `It' forms emerge, Acolumn
Himportant
shows tothe
different
kinds of
ofthe
the
It andwhich
column
I its
characteristics.
process is
understand
the genesis
disorders,
I called
„scattering
and compression“ and described closer under this name in
`Metapsychiatry part II´. I.e. every inversion scatters in such a way, that it can cause all sorts of disturbances, as well as one disturbance can be caused of all sorts of inversions.
The column J should show with the symbol
↕, that the Its invert realities and invert person.
Here I distinguish obligatory and optional effects ("main and secondary impact-directions" of the inversions).
The It have another effect towards the person
For example:
in the
Onelong
inversion
term
in the
than
dimension´s
at shortaspect
term.
a4, In
caused
the by
column
corresponding
K theideologies
unfavorable
(e.g. in cell
long-term
Ea4) causes
character
obligatorily disturbances
of the It isinshown
this a4 aspect , but all other disturbances can caused optionally.
other hand, one disturbance are able to be caused also by all other inversions (see column F).
and his possible impacts in general from But
L toonNtheand
from O to S the impacts on person. Finally, all possible symptoms of schizophrenia are listed exemplarily from column T to V.
on the other
one disturbancewhich
are able Itocalled
be caused
also by all otherand
inversions
(see column F). and described closer in `Metapsychiatry´ - I.e. every inversion spreads in such a way,
A process is important to understand theBut
genesis
of hand,
the disorders,
„spreading
compression“
that it can cause all sorts of disturbances, as well as one disturbance can be caused of all sorts of inversions. Here I distinguish obligatory and optional effects ("main and secondary impact-directions" of the inversions).
For example: One inversion in the dimension´s aspect a4, caused by corresponding ideologies (e.g. in cell Ea4) causes obligatorily disturbances in this a4 aspect , but all other disturbances can caused optionally.
But on the other hand, one disturbance are able to be caused also by all other inversions (see column F).
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N eutr al p sychical

Relevant

I t - e f f e c t s

(pR)

E m e r ge n c e

and c h a r a c t e r

o f

t h e

General

A
Universal psychically
relevant (pr) FORMS

D
I
M

B
p.r. personal forms

C
p.r. personal functions

D
p.r. personal actions

F
Inversions
↔
(f = faulty or false)

G
It-origin
(R* becomes It)

H It-forms
and their main character:
absolutistic (a *)
relativistic (r *)
nihilistic (n *)
= (arn)*

I
It is too …
sequence:
hyper
strange, against
0

J
↕

K
Inverting character of the
It against
world, person, I (WPI)

L
It makes WPI:

results

M
It makes something:

O
N
S

r e s u l t s

O
passive processes
(esp. sacrifices)

P
pers. behavior
like It or to It
(functions and secondary
actions)
f = false/ foreign

r e s u l t s

Q
quality of
personal reactions

S c h i z o p h r e n i a

S
disorders, symptoms, diseases

T
disorders of
personal
BEING
dfh= deficient/
faulty / hyper

U
kind of the MALFUNCTIONS
Abbreviations:
↕ = confusion, mistake

V
kind of the QUALITY of
DISTURBANCES

Ba1 personal A/R

Ca1 absolutizing
generalizing /
relativizing / negate

Da1 decide
transcend
compare

Ea1 "absolutism"
relativism
nihilism

Fa1 R ↔ A ↔ 0

Ga1 It absolutizes
hyperrelativizes
zeros to itself

Ha1 → strange
Absolutes (sA)
Relatives
Nothing

Ia1 hyperabsolute
inadequate
unrelated

↕

Ka1 nihilistic
relativistic
absolutistic

La1 negate, unredeemed
relativized
~absolutized

Ma1 unredeemed
unrelated inadequate
hyperabsolut

Na1 ↓ absoluteness, relatedness
→ unredeemed negated
Inadequate being
↑ faulty, foreign absolute

Oa1 resign
despair
take off

Pa1 negate
absolutize
love², demonize, hate

Qa1 unresolved
unrelated, too relative
too absolutely

Sa1 disorders of the
Absolute and Relative
(neuroses = unsolved)

Ta1 Absolute/relative and 0spheres disturbed
(dfh)

Ua1 disturbed (dfh)
absolute- and relative- relations
relations to nothing

Va1 unresolved, unrelated, Inadequate
f.e. behavior, feeling, thinking, percipience etc.

Aa2 identity, Self
other
without identity

Ba2 personal identity

Ca2 identification
adaptation
changes

Da2 identify define
determine adapt
change

Ea2
uniformism
philosophy of identity

Fa2 other ↔ identical
e.g. de-/ faulty identify
f define

Ga2 It defines itself a new,
mutates, changes identity
loses identity

Ha2 → arn* Identity:
hyper Identity
foreign Identity (FS)
no Identity

Ia2 hyperidentical
strange, contrary
not identical

↕

Ka2 dehyper-identifying
alienating

La2 uniformed synchronized
alienated
hyperidentified

Ma2 uniformly
foreign contrary.
hyperidentical

Na2 ↓ identity Self, otherness
→ the Other foreign Self (FS)
↑ hyperidentity

Oa2 alienate
mistake, go crazy

Pa2 f. identify
uniform twist
overidentify

Qa2 uniformly evenly
interchangeable seemingly
/ too exactly

Sa2 identity disorders
(psychoses, borderline)

Ta2 disturbed (dfh)
identity Self
other

Ua2 disturbed (dfh) identifying
defining determining adapting
changing

Va2 uniformly foreign contrary, crazy hyperide
f.e. in behavior, feeling, thinking, percipience etc

Aa3 authenticity, reality
possibility
irreality

Ba3 personal authenticity
real truth
role

Ca3 reality relation
realisation verification
falsification transformation

Da3 hold true
c) deal with reality and
truth

Ea3 realism
objectivism
positivism facticism
/anti-/ surrealism

Fa3
improper ↔ authentic
↔0

Ga3 It realises
becomes unreal

Ha3 → arn* reality
the artificial wrong
hyperreal unreal

Ia3 hyperreally
wrong, unreally
essenceless

↕

Ka3 unrealistic
liar
hyperrealistic

La3 derealized
falsified
hyperrealized

Ma3 unsubstantial
wrong, unreal
hyperreal

Na3 ↓reality truth
→ unreality untruth
~ substitute wrong
↑ hyperreality

Oa3 sand degenerate
fail realize
hyperrealize

Pa3 deny*
project shift conversion
Introjection

Qa3 unsubstantially
unreal/ neo anew,
peculiarly artificial
hyperreal

Sa3 disorder of pers. reality relations
spezification realisation
(also psychoses)

Ta3 dfh
authenticity, reality
possibility

Ua3 disturbed (dfh) relation to reality =
Dereism (E. Bleuler)
disturbed realization verification
falsification transformation

Va3 unsubstantial wrong, unreal
hyperreal
f.e. in thinking, behavior, feeling, percipience etc

Aa4 unity whole
parts
diversity

Ba4 personal unity
variety

Ca4 integration
differentiation selection
concentration

Da4 a and c.
standardise decide
share differentiate

Ea4 monism syncretism
dualism pluralism atomism
reductionism

Fa4
part ↔ whole ↔ 0

Ga4 It becomes too uniform
too differently
contradicts

Ha4 → arn* unity
split
Ʃ split one-sided

Ia4 unilateral
split contrary
chaotical unlimited

↕

Ka4 invasive penetrant
excluding splitting
dualistic monistic

La4 chaotisized
splitted
merged uniformed

Ma4 chaotical split
contrary
unilaterally

Na4 ↓ unit and diversity
→inconsistency chaos
~ divided
Σ ~ divided one sided

Oa4 to itself split* disintegrate
collapse crash
merge implode / explode

Pa4 split isolate
anticathexis
sideness, introjection*
reaction formation*

Qa4
ambivalentlyconflicting
contradictory unilateral
partial mono

Sa4 disorder of pers. UNITY
integration synthesis generalization
division exclusion (schizo psychoses
autism dissociative disorders.)

Ta4 dfh unity
whole
parts, diversity

Ua4 disturbed (dfh) integration
differentiation selection concentration
fusion/ splitting
anticathexis ↕whole / parts

Va4 unilaterally „Concretism“ (C.G: Jung)
autistic fusioned,
ambivalent, divided contrary
f.e. in thinking, behavior, feeling, percipience e

Aa5 unconditional /
conditional accidental
occasional / uncertain

Ba5 pers. security stability
certainty freedom
uncertain

Ca5 functions of cause
conditionalization
stabilization security

Da5 secure trust rely
determine

Ea5 determinism dogmatism
fatalism
/also scepticism

Fa5 conditional.↔
unconditional. ↔ 0
e.g. swear dogmatize

Ga5 It becomes too
unconditional, urgently / too
conditioned, it determines
itself.

Ha5 →arn* unconditional
/ conditional accidental
[e.g. chain, trap]

Ia5 determined
arbitrarily / random
accidental vaguely

↕

Ka5 unreliable fixing
deterministic dogmatic

La5 unsettled
false programmed
determined fixed

Ma5 vaguely random/
f.programmed rigid
stiffly determined
fixed

Na5 ↓safety and freedom
→insecurity, uncertain
↑fixity overdetermination

Oa5 fall sway reel solidify
stick compulsive act

Pa5 let go
fix urge determine

Qa5 too unsurely randomly
f.programmed
too certainly too safely
necessary

Sa5 disorder of the safety
conditionalization / debonding
(e.g. compulsive disorder)

Ta5 dfh security
stability certainty
freedom

Ua5 disturbed (dfh) conditionalization
stabilization security
↕ necessary / unnecessary

Va5 vaguely random /
f.programmed rigid stiffly determined fixed
f.e. in thinking, behavior, feeling, percipience e

Aa6 the primary highest/
last secondary/
unimportant without
rank

Ba6 pers. primary center
middle overview etc.
/periphery edge

Ca6 hierarchization
centering foundation
causing
over- and subordination

Da6 base root found
on order under

Ea6 fundamentalism radicalism
conditionalism
extremism fanaticism
eccentricity

Fa6 sec.↔ primary↔0
e.g. radicalize
prostitute prejudices

Ga6 It becomes central /
It hierarchized itself

Ha6 → arn* primary /
secondary /
the superfluous

Ia6 extreme radically
fanatical /unfounded/
subordinated/
unconnected

↕

Ka6 egalistic
authoritative radical
hybrid extremistic
fundamentalistic

La6 uprooted.ungraded
leveled, dislocated extremized

Ma6 radical extreme
decentralized
eccentrical too
superficial
unfounded

Na6 ↓primary and secondary
→ uprooting
↑radical extreme last

Oa6 set fall, decline, go under/
take off overreact revolve

Pa6 false base equalize radicalize understate
exaggerate

Qa6 groundless too
directly / f.based
inadequate crazily
eccentrically extremely
too ex hyper, hypo

Sa6 disorder of pers. priority and its
functions: hierarchization centralizing
subordination causing ("hysteria")

Ta6 dfh primary
centre middle
overview etc.
/periphery edge

Ua6 disturbed (dfh) hierarchization
centering foundation causing
over- and subordination
„causal thinking“ (G. Benedetti)
↕ primary / secondary;
causes / /consequences

Va6 strange priorities, hierarchies, over-subord
extrem decentralized eccentrical too superficial
f.e. in thinking, behavior, feeling, percipience e

S
I

P e r s o n a l
N
General disturbances (~):
↓ = loss of first-rank, →result;
~ = alienation
↑ second-rate "profit"
or 0 / foreign/ hyper-forms

Aa1 absolute/
relative
nothing

E
N

E
inversive settings
here as ideologies, "Ismen"

and

I t

Aa7 autonomy
independence

Ba7 pers. autonomy
independency
self-determination
conformist being, link

Ca7 autonomization
emancipation
adaptation

Da7 themselves
determine adapt

Ea7 autopoiesis
evolutionism
anarchism

Fa7 autonomy.↔
heteronomy ↔ 0
e.g. give up selfdetermination, submit

Ga7 It becomes
independent automatic./
It loses independence.

Ha7 arn* independence.
self-running /
dependence

Ia7 too automatized
pseudo-autonomous /
heteronomous
enslaved dependent
caught

↕

Ka7 servile automatistic
autocratic tyrannical
despotical dictatorial

La7 enslaved
compelled, dominated /
automatized

Ma7 heteronomous
dependent
too autonomous
uninfluenceable

Na7 ↓autonomy, security
↑dependence,
pseudo-independence

Oa7 lose
and isolate itself

Pa7 obey overadapt
subdue
f.autonomize

Qa7 dependent strangelydetermined/
too automatically
too autonomous
too uninfluenceable

Sa7 disorder of independence and
autonomy emancipation liberalization
/ bonds, heteronomization

Ta7 dfh autonomy
independency
self-determination

Ua7 disturbed (dfh) autonomization
emancipation
adaptation
↕ dependence / autonomy

Va7 nf heteronym dependent
too autonomous uninfluenceable in behavior, fe
percipience (Echolalia, Echopraxia, / Negativism

M
A
I
N

AI being
general spirit
/matter

BI personal being
consciousness
pers. nouns
elixir of life

CI nominal relations
structuralization
concretization abstraction
inspiration

DI a) being generate
b) be
c) being handle

EI materialism existentialism
structuralism
idealism

FI rel.↔abs.↔ 0 being
(e.g. lack of heaven)

GI It materializes itself /
spiritualizes itself /
dematerializes itself
/despiritualizes itself

HI It forms arn* being / 0
= non-being

I I too materialized
ideologized, foreign s
/non-existence

↕

KI destructive
materialistic
idealistic

LI destroyed
f.materialized deformed
ideologized, hypertrophied

MI destroyed
damaged deformed
f. materialized

NI ↓ Being, structures
→non or destroyed being
↑disturbed (dfh) being

OI atrophy expire
degenerate
deform itself

PI f.exist
ideologize
false structure

QI dissolved amorphous
false-structured
too materialized,
somatized

SI disorder of pers. being and
functions, concretization /
phantomising, demonization
destructuration (e.g. psychosomatic
diseases see below)

TI disturbed (dfh)
being, person,
world, things, ideas
→lotro worlds

UI more disturbed (dfh) nominal relation,
structuralization concretization/
abstraction
↕ things / ideas

VI non-being, destroyed, missing etc. / defect o
e.g. in the behavior, feeling, thinking, perception

D
I
F
F
E
R
E
N
T
I
A
T
I
O
G
N

AII life
existence
function

BII pers. Life
resp. pers. verbs
e.g. libido

CII psych. functions
dynamism mechanisms
processes reactions
behavior / experience
vitalization

DII a) and b) so or so
live, experience c) life
handle a-c) all actions

EII panvitalism dynamism
functionalism,
also philosophies of life vitalism

FII rel.↔ abs.↔ 0 life
e.g. life negate,
function ↕ live

GII It revives and
functionalized
or dies by itself

HII → arn* life, functions
0=dead
(libido/destrudo)

I II deadly afunktional
defect/
overfunctional

↕

K II deadly, fatally
functionalistic
vitalistic

L II killed
functionalized
operationalized
hypervitalized

MII dead unlived
f. functionalized
f. vitalized

NII ↓ life, functioning
→ lifelessness, death
↑ false or hyperlife only
functionality, machine existence

OII die, vegetate
/pseudo-live
malfunctioning.

PII disturbed (dfh) live, only
function instead live, kill,
handle wrong with live and
death

QII unlived deadly /
false-vividly
too functionally
mechanistic, robot-like

SII disorder of the life and his
functions: defect "verbalizations",
functioning, too unconsciously live
and experience

TII the life is
disturbed (dfh)

UII disturbed (dfh) live, experience
and functioning
↕ life / functioning

VII unliveliness
wrong alive
alive ↕ lifeless

AIII qualities

BIII pers. qualities,
characteristic, features
e.g. diseases

CIII quality references
qualification negation
affirmation attribution

DIII a) qualities
generate b) so or so be
c) qualities handle

EIII perfectionism (psycholog.)
positivism pessimism

FIII rel.↔ abs.↔ /0
qualities e.g.
heavenly.↔ earthly
happiness

GIII It qualifies; positivizes/
negate itself,
It becomes too + / −/0

HIII → arn* qualities, e.g.
false friend/ f. enemy

I III wrong too + / −) /
featureless

↕

KIII negativistic nasty
(mentally) positivistic
perfectionistic

L III disqualified
f.qualified disturbed
idolized

MIII featureless too
bad / too well, super
idealized

NIII ↓ quality harmony peace
→ lack of quality
↑ pseudo qualities
above all too + / − or 0

OIII flatten, false functioning,
experience off disturbed
qualities

PIII f. qualify
e.g. whitewash/ negate

QIII too deficient
too negate / too positive
faultily
∑ disturbed

SIII Disorder of pers. features and
functions (defect "adjectivations",
negation, affirmation, assessment
see below)

TIII. qualities are
disturbed (dfh)

UIII disturbed (dfh) qualification,
negation, affirmation, assessment,
attributioning
↕ first / second rank qualities

VIII disturbed (dfh) qualitative: too negative/ too
(otherwise all the other qualities) in P, in the beh
negativism), feeling, thinking, perception …

AIV connections
subject / object

BIV pers. role as a
subject, object and resp.
connections

CIV subject-/ objectrelation, -experience,
contextualization
association
active/ passive function

DIV a) subject-/object
role b) subject- /objectbeing c) subject/object-handling

EIV subjectivism
objectivism relationism
epiphenomenalism

FIV subj.↔ obj ↔ /0
rel.↔ abs.↔ /0
connection

GIV It „subjectivizes“
/objectivizes itself
It connects/ decouples itself

HIV → arn* subject =
f.subject / f.object
f. links

I IV subjektoid/
objectoid
disconnected
incoherent

↕

KIV subjectivistic
objectivistic functionalistic
instrumentalistic

L IV de-f.- hyper-subjectivized
instrumentalized
de-/ discontextualized

MIV too subjective
too objective
too together/ too
separate

NIV ↓subj. object, connections
→ lack of subject, object, links
↑second-rate subjects/objects,
links; f. actively and passive

OIV P. does not live as a
subject; functions for the It
de/ f. equilibrate
f. associate

PIV objects absolutize /
subjects negate; something
out of the context tear,
decontextualize

QIV too passive
f. functionalized, too
incoherent, wrong linked

SIV disorder of subj./obj. and
connections, f.“syntactizing”, f.
equilibrating, contextualizing,
con-/ disjunction, chain reaction

TIV no, false
subjects, objects
their connections.,
also role, e.g. as
puppet

UIV ~ (dfh) subject-/object relations;
disturbed contextualization, con-,
disjunction, recourse, systematization,
↕subjects/ objects; ↕ connections

VIV disturbed (dfh) subjective, object-like,
e.g. subjektoid, objektoid, disconnected thinking

A1 all / one
something
nothing

B1 pers. all / one
pers. something
pers. nothing

C1 generalization
totalizing abstraction
deletion

D1 generalize abstract
extinguish delete
displace

E1 generalicism
totalitarism
reductionism
nihilism

F1 some generalize
some or all negate

G1 It totalizes itself
It isolates itself
It negates itself

H1 → arn* all
something
nothing (f0)

I1 total
isolated
nothing

↕

K1 nihilistic
reductionistic
totalitarian

L1 negated
isolated
totalized

M1 nothing, empty
isolated
totally

N1 ↓all, one, nothing
→ negated or destroyed being
↑ second-rate all (totality) /
isolated nothing

O1 disappear
isolate
blow up, inflate

P1 repress* negate isolate
/totalize generalize;
everything act resp. FA

Q1 too total, all or nothing,
too alone, too completely
too much /not enough
too, hypo-, un-,
hyper-, poly-

S1 disorder of all and nothing and
their relations as deletions,
abstracting generalizations

T1 all, one,
something are
disturbed (dfh) e.g.
one-man's world

U1 disturbed (dfh) deletion, abstraction,
generalization / induction, deduction
empty- or displacement activity
↕ all and some and 0 etc.

V1 nf complete, too much, too… / trifling, deficit
e.g. in the behavior, feeling, thinking, perception
e.g. missing overtones

A2 God /
world

B2 transcendence sense /
immanence, god’s picture
/ world view

C2 faith spirituality religion
mentalities, mindsets
ideologies

D2 believe
adore
trust

E2 superstition deism theocentrism
satanism spiritism secularism
atheism agnosticism esotericism

F2 god↔ world ↔ 0
demonize ideologize
idolize

G2 It idolizes itself,
secularizes itself

H2 → idol
/ devil
/ nfb world

I2 godless, pointless
/ worldless / too
transcendent too
immanent

↕

K2 atheistic
diabolic
spiritistic

L2 profaned
demonized diabolized
/spiritualized deified

M2 too secular
ungodly profane
idolized / damned

N2 ↓ +A¹ God love sense
→god-, sense-, lovelessness
↑ FA idol / demon, world*

O2 despair
give up

P2 f. believe demonize
idolize sacrifice

Q2 unloving /
too nicely arrogantly

S2 disturbance of God's and worldview and relation with It.

T2 disturbed God's
picture
disturbed world
view

U2 disturbed (dfh) transcendent and
immanent relation like faith love, e.g.
superstition
↕ transcendent / earthly

V2 lovelessness / too much "love", sacrifice
in the behavior, feeling, thinking, perception etc

A3 person, people/
non-personal: things
nature environment

B3 personality
personal environment

C3 personalization
relations with the
environment

D3 behave to things,
environment

E3 naturalism cult of personality
transhumanism
anthropocentrism

F3
rel.↔ abs.↔ 0
P↔ things
environment

G3 It personalizes / reifies
itself

H3 →foreign personality
lack of personality
nfb things

I3 f.personalized
too reified
depersonalized

↕

K3 inhuman aggressive
loveless hateful/
hyperhuman

L3 depersonalized
f.personalized ( reified )
hyperpersonalized

M 3 thinglike
too personalized

N3 ↓ personality
↑foreign person, cyborg
homunculus, robot

O3 lose personality
function how a thing, machine
etc.

P3 role play
too related to ones

Q3 impersonally
more mechanically thinglike

S3 disturbance of relations to things
objects, to the world, to people

T3 disturbed (dfh)
personality

U3 disturbed (dfh) environmental relation:
disintegrated encodes (E. Redlich) /
petrification
↕person / things

V3 wood-like, too concretized, too reified
/ hyperpersonal in the behavior, feeling, thinking

A4 I, ego
/others

B 4 see A1 and relations
to other s

C4 pers. relationships
individualization
socialization

D4 behave to itself (refl
verbs) and others

E4 ego(centr)ism individualism/
collectivism altruism
manipulism/ non-/ conformism

F4
rel.↔ abs.↔ /0
I ↔ others

G4 It individualizes itself

H4 foreign I
deindividualized person
mass, crowd

I4 f.adapted
standardized

↕

K4 autocratic egoistic
self-righteous
manipulative
/ servile submissive

L4 de individualized
manipulated
false-individualized
hyperindividualized

M 4 isolated
too individualized
anti-social egocentric

N4 ↓ I, individuality and
community
→ I loss, you-loss
↑ Not-I, foreign-I, EGO

O4 encase isolate /
false identify
f. communicate

P4 imitate overadapt
false love
clinch, bite

Q4 standardly
egocentrically anomalously
atypically/ aggressively /
servilely

S4 disturbance of empathy, social
behavior, resonance (social phobias,
autism, disorders of communication,
ego-functions, psychoses).

T4 disturbed (dfh)
meaning of I and
others

U4 disturbed (dfh) self-and social relation
and communication, individualization
↕ from I / Other / ↕ from inside / outside

V4 ego-like, I-disturbed e.g. autism (prime. sym
narcissism, autoaggressive / abnormal, anomal
behavior, thinking, perception …

A5 spirit >mind
/ soul
body (individually)

B5 individual, own pr
e.g. own world, body
- organs, genes

C5 self-reference, selfconsciousness for sense
somatization
internalizations

D5 a) generate
bequeath b) exist
c) with himself handle

E5 individ. ideologies
spiritism fideism psychologism
healthism

F5
body↔ soul↔ spirit↔
/0

G5 It somatizes itself,
It overgrows
/ It destroys itself
It loses its spirit

H5 → arn* spirit, soul,
body

I5 structured
/unstructured
pointless mindless
(individually)

↕

K5 spiritual-, soul- and
body-hostile, unhealthy

L5 despiritualized soulless
/f. somatisized ideologized

M5 pointless
mindless
ideologized

N5 ↓ soul body; health
→ spirit-, soul- bodylessness
↑ nf spiritual, psychic ones. u.
bodily parts

O5 fall ill, somatize
false functioning, conversion*

P5 live unhealthily

Q5 too pointlessly
pathologically
egocentrically introversive
too I-foreign

S5 disturbance of self-reference and
disorder of body and organ functions,
somatization, inheritance
(above all psychosomatic. disorders)

T5 disturbed (dfh)
body, organs

U5 disturbed self-reference, disturbed
body- /organ-functions, somatizing,
inheritance
↕ body /soul /spirit

V5 despiritualized, soulless, disembodied
nf spiritualized soul, ghostly, supernatural
in P, e.g. in behavior, feeling, thinking, percept

E

A6 gender

B6 masculinity femininity
neuterity

C6 sexual function
relationship to own/
other gender

D6 a) procreate
b) to have esp. gender
c).with gender handle

E6 machismo
feminism
sexism

F6 masc.↔fem.
↔neutr.↔0 | negate or
make absolute

G6 It masculinizes,
effeminates or neutralizes
itself and WP

H6 → arn* gender-role

I6 androgynous
sexlessly

↕

sexistic

L6 castrated neutralized
/ effeminated, masculinized
sexualized

M6 too neutral sterile
asexual/ too
masculine female
androgynous

N6 ↓ sex, love, gender
→no sex, no love
↑surrogate sex, love

O6 to itself a-/false sexualize,
neutralize, effeminate,
masculinize

P6 "castrate" / gender, sex
demonize idealize
sex pervert

Q6 neutrally sterilely
too manly, female

S6 disturbance of gender and
sexuality sex relations (sexual
disturbances, e.g. sadism,
masochism

T6 disturbed (dfh)
gender

U6 disturbed (dfh) sexual function
↕ from gender, from love / sex

V6 too neutrally, sexualized, sex. perverted in P
in the behavior, thinking.

R

A7 be
states, conditions

B7 pers. conditions
also consciousness
pleasure

C7 feeling, emotion
also intuit, resonate

D7 a) feelings, states
cause. b).they have
c) handle with them

E7 hedonism emotivism
/stoicism pessimism

F7
rel.↔ abs./0
feelings, states

G7 It emotionalizes/
deemotionalizes itself

H7 → arn* being, feeling
drug“ / insensitivity

I7 hyperemotional
f.emotional
insensitive

↕

K7 hardhearted
threatening
hedonistical

L7 unsatisfied dazed,
frightened / doped, intoxicated

M7 joyless frightening
painful / beguiled

N7 ↓states feelings →numbness
pain ↑surrogate states, -feelings:
hyperemotionality, trips ±, high

O7 nothing feel / suffer
f. feeling, frighten despair /
feel too + or too ‒

P7 nothing enjoy disturb
spare satisfy romanticize

Q7 dull vaguely fearfullypainfully desperately
ambivalent ecstatically

S7 disturbance of pers. states,
feelings, sensation, compassion
(emotional disorders: fear, pain,
illnesses, MDE)

T7 disturbed (dfh)
states feelings

U7 disturbed (dfh) sensory, feelings e.g.
parathymia; e.g. feeling to play a role
(Jaspers) ↕ of the feelings

V7 bluntness, "cold", wooden; of fear, restlessne
sad being accompanied existence
"expressed emotions"

A8 want, choose, decide
strive, drive

B8 the will drives
motivation, strives,
desires

C8 motivation intention
impulse, desire,drive also:
libido/ destrudo

D8 a+b want c) the will
etc. handle
e.g. motivate

E8 voluntarism
intentionalism
/apathetic ideologies

F8
rel.↔ abs.↔ /0
will, desire

G8 It "wants", itself
It automates

H8 → arn* drive "will"
(arbitrariness), motivation

I8 unwilling
f.willing / too
unconscious

↕

K8 malevolent
maliciously arbitrary

L8 unmotivated, discouraged,
fail-motivated, under-/
overchallenged
hypermotivated

M8 empty
aimless magical

N8 ↓will voluntary aim →lack of
will ↑ false or foreign will/drives
hyperdrives addiction

O8 let oneself go; give up,
get carried away; run after
addict

P8 nothing want, break will
f. want
under-/ overstimulate

Q8 too involuntarily
unconsciously reflex-like
too passively, aimlessly

S8 disturbance of impulse, drives,
motivation, automation, (e.g. abulia
under-/ overexcitation, addiction)

T8 disturbed (dfh)
will, desire, drive

U8 disturbed (dfh) impulse, drives (main
symptom) abulia, hypobulia, ambivalent
wish

V8 involuntary, passive, denial or "made" of tho
(=1st rank symptom) "obsession" automatisms/
automatization, arbitrary in behavior, feeling, thi

A9 have
possessions

B9 mental possession
like memory experience /
needs

C9 input / output
storing

D9 a) possession
create etc. b).have
c) handle with
possession.

E9 capitalism
consumism mercantilism /
asceticism

F9
rel.↔ abs.↔ /0
possesion

G9 It takes for itself,
becomes nf possession /
also It loses,

H9 → arn* possession /
lack, deficiency

I9 overload too
expensive/ poor,
empty, blank, hollow
misloaded

↕

K9 avaricios, greedy
consuming / oppressive
ascetic

L9 exploited eliminates
oversaturated spoils surfeited
overloaded

M9 blank empty
hollow insatiable
too heavy

N9 ↓ possession → lack, defect /
↑ overabundance

O9 lose oneself , bleed/
lug, grow fat, too heavy take

P9 sacrifice itself
f. have, overspend /
steal

Q9 too blank faultily
fragmentarily / too hardly,
gravely

S9 input/ output disturbance (above
all eating disorders, also stomachintestinal disturbances, asthma)

T9 disturbed (dfh)
posession

U9 disturbed (dfh) input/ output
↕ input/ output

V9 hollowness, poverty, degeneration, e.g. pers
loss of affektivity (Schulte-Tölle), occupiedness

A10 can, be able,
abilities, opportunities
(permission)

B10 skills, power,
potential entelechy
competence

C10 unconsciously
learning conditioning
potentiation / also:,
strengthening

D10 a) abilities learn
b) are able
c) deal with abilities

E10 imperialism
behaviorism/
pacifism

F10
rel.↔ abs.↔ /0
abilities, skills

G10 It potentiates,
increases itself /
exhausts itself

H10 → arn* force, power
/ counterforces /
weakness, impossibility

I 10 overpowered,
strong/
too weak

↕

K10 powerhungry
overpowering
weakening

L10 exhausted, depotentiated
weakened off
overtrained obsessed
false-potentiated

M10 impossible
exhaustible /
overpowered

N10 ↓ possibility, power, strength
→ faint weakness
↑ f./ over-conditionedness
“omnipotence”

O10 surrender fail unlearn also
forget / faulty function

P10 do not learn/ faulty
condition train; with the
head against the wall

Q10 too weakly
exhaustible / too paved
reflectively also: too
strongly

S10 disturbance of abilities,
opportunities and its functions. as
learning, conditioning (eg impotence,
psych. weaknesses, f. conditioned)

T10 disturbed
(dfh) abilities,
opportunities

U10 disturbed (dfh) learning and
conditioning e.g. to communicate etc

V10 weakness, impossibilities e.g. to feel, to the
false abilities and potencies

A11 must
have to do, need

B11 internal orders laws,
vital importances

C11 classification
integration coordination
organization
systematization

D11 a) order
b) =must,: need
c) with orders handle

E11 dogmatism bureaucracy
technocracy
anarchism

F11
rel.↔ abs.↔ /0
necessity, need

G11 It orders, organizes /
chaotizes itself

H11 → arn* orders, laws,
compulsion /
chaos, lawlessness

I11 too necessary,
urgently
too programmed/
too randomly

↕

K11 dogmatic/
lawless
messy

L11 disordered dissolved
confused /
forced compelled

M11 chaotic confuse
messy /
too necessary, urgent

N11 ↓ order law
→ disorder, chaos
↑determinacy fixation

O11 disintegrate dissolve /
melt merge
/ compulsive act, perseverate
have to go

P11 do not order /
force, demand, urge

Q11 randomly lawlessly
messily /
rigidly, firmly determinedly
urgently

S11 disturbance of psychic. orders
and laws like integration,
organization, systematization (e.g.
confusion compulsions)

T11 disturbed (dfh)
orders laws

U11 disturbed (dfh) organizing,
arranging, integrating/
dissolving, resolving

V11 Incoherence of thoughts (E. Bleuler), disso
vague, e.g. absent-minded thinking, "word salad
ritualized

B12 conscience,
superego, morality.
authority responsibility,
orientation

C12 orientation control
setting

D12 a) orient oblige
b) should fulfill
c) e.g. fulfill obligation

E12 moralism legalism
/ antimoralism

F12
rel.↔ abs.↔ /0
obligation

G12 It orients, positions
itself
It does not line up, lets float
itself

H12 → arn*
orientation

I12 random/
f.oriented/
seductive enticing

↕

K12 moralistic bigoted/
unscrupulous, spoilt
irresponsible misleading

L12 disoriented confused
misdirected regulate
enticed , seduced, tempted

M12 directionless
aimless /
tabooed / enticing

N12 ↓ orientation
→ disorientation
↑ false orientation

O12 drift stagger reel sway
wander in circles, turn miss
digress,

P12 do not orient /
moralize discipline train
regulate

Q12 too unsteered
inflexibly undirected/
misdirected wildly

S12 disturbance of conscience,
superego orientation, steering

T12 disturbed (dfh)
superego

A

A12 should
have to go
responsibilities, tasks

U12 disturbed (dfh) of orientation.
steering
Pat. can´t orient himself (Bleuler)

V12 divergences, e.g. "intrapsychic ataxia" (Stra
single-track
in P, e.g. in behavior, feeling, thinking, percept

B13 pers. controlsystems
internal freedom flexibility/
prohibitions

C13 exemption / control
binding regulation

D13 a) permit entitle
b) is allowed prohibited
c) handle with It etc.

E13 liberalism
laissez-faire-settings
restrictive ideologies

F13 rel.↔ abs.↔ /0
freedom, permission
/ prohibition

G13 It regulates itself
/ doesn’t regulates itself

H13 → arn* control
regulation/
deregulation / no control

I13 over controlled
restricted
/too free
uncontrolled

↕

K13 excessive undue
unrestrained intolerant

L13 blocked inhibited
monitored f.regulated
uncontrolled

M13 unfree, closely /
excessively
uncontrollably
exaggerated

N13 ↓ right control freedom→
strife, inhibited restricted being ↑
surrogate freedom/ -control

O13 release, get stuck
suffocate choke itself

P13 too much permit
/prohibit disenfranchise
suppress „ get a grip“

Q13 too excessively /
limitedly restrictedly not
free, to braked

S13 disturbance of regulation,
control, inhibition (e.g. stupor
hyperarousal, rheumatism,
Parkinson, epilepsy, asthma)

T13 disturbed (dfh)
rights

U13 missing and false controlling /
binding

V13 constrictions, unfreedoms, restrictions
/ uncontrolled, overshooting, e.g. movement sto

T

A13 may, can
rights freedom
permission/
prohibition control
A14 create, generate
the new / existing

B14 imagination, dreams
ideas, inspirations,
inventions

C14 creativity formation,
dreams, induction
"grounding"

D14 a) generate
b) existence
c) handle with new

E14 creativism
also progressivism
chthonism, secularism

F14
rel. ↔ abs.↔ /0
new

G14 It generates itself
/ does not…

H14 → arn* new
creation e.g. phantom

I14 airy-fairy spun
madcap unworldly

↕

K14 faulty creative
hypercreative/
infertile sterile

L14 sterilized
faulty created, produced
dis-/illusioned

M14 sterilely trivially
stereotype unearthly
unreal / spooky
ghostly eerie

N14 ↓creative reality earthiness
→lack of them
↑cliché ghosts (delusions)

O14 silt up flatten dry up
/ faulty create hallucinate
foreign-new experience

P14 do not dream,-false
produce, imagine fancy,
fantasize/
only after the reality direct

Q14 too sterilely
monotonously /strangely,
abstrusely weirdly, awfully,
crazy

S14 disturbance of creativity
formation, "ground", reality relation
(above all mania, hallucinations)

T14 disturbed (dfh)
new shared

U14 lack of creativity / "grounding"
false creativity: above all there
hallucinating delusion f.inspirations

V14 trivial level, sterile, stereotypes (motor activ
artificial, abstruse, bizarreness, e.g. neologisms
(delusion) mannerism

A 15 act
acts

B15 behavior pattern systems

C15 activity, behavior
mobility, movement

D15 act, behave

E15 activism utilitarism
pragmatism

F15
rel. ↔ abs.↔ /0
act

G15 It activates itself,/
paralyzes deactivates itself

H15 → arn* II± acts
products /
paralysis

I15 hyperefficiently
faulty acting
/ inactive, idle

↕

K15 cruel brutal
destructive devastating /
hyperactive / lazy
sluggish

L15 inactivated paralyzed/
f.treated
overactivated

M15 deactivated
unfinished redundant
false-worked

N15 ↓results experience
→inactivity
↑hyperactivism, fuss

O15 lame limp
do not move cramp rotate,
tremble tense

P15 nothing act / wrong
act, e.g. power torment kill
sublimate*

Q15 idly cramped lame
ineffectively laboriously /
overexcitedly

S15 disturbance of motility, activity,
behavior movement strain, relaxation
(e.g. death struggle, passiveness,
psychogenic paralyses, agitation
epilepsy)

T15 disturbed (dfh)
done results

U15 disturbed (dfh) movements, actions,
e.g. absurd, inadequate actions.
catatonia, stupor.
activity ↕ passiveness

V15 immobile, lame, made, tense, stiff, tense
in P, e.g. in behavior, feeling, thinking, percepti

A16 perceive
information

B16 reason, judgment,
knowledge, cognition,
attention conscious/
unconscious

C16 perception adoption
recognising reception
become consciously/
ubconsciously introjection

D16 a) recognize,
perceive b) know, be
consciously
c) judge

E16 rationalism scientism
gnosticism
scepticism antirationalism

F16
rel.↔ abs.↔ 0
informations

G16 It informs
/ contradicts itself

H16 → arn* perception
infos / disinformation
delusion blindness
dazzler, chameleon

I16 irrational
ridiculous illogical
too conscious too
unconscious

↕

K16 biased untrue
dishonestly unpredictable
/ uninterestedly

L16 not or false informed
lied miseducated

M16 unclear
too unconscious / too
transparent distorted
absurd

N16 ↓Information certainty
→being blind, ignorance
↑ false vision f. knowledge

O16 nothing/ f percieve, go
blind, disown* misjudge
misunderstand f.misinterpret

P16 do not inform fade out
/ lie hide rationalize*
intellectualize

Q16 unclearly irrationally
illogically un-/consciously
incomprehensibly

S16 disturbance of receptionsystems, consciously / unconsciously
-becoming (e.g. delusional percept
hallucinations delirium, Alzheimer

T16 disturbed (dfh)
Information
consciousness

U16 disturbed (dfh) perception, data
processing, (think, see Asp.18) "double
accountancy" illusions
information ↕misinformation

V16 incomprehensible, too unconscious, contra
e.g. absurd activities, speech overconsciousnes

A17 express represent
reproduce
representation
reproduction

B17 pers. expression
representations above
all: language, gesture,
facial play, writing, art,
resonance symptoms

C17 expression
representation
reproduction symbolizing
dreams expression
speech externalizing

D17 a) express
represent speak.
b).appear
c) handle with
representations

E17 exhibitionism
occultism
esoteric ism

F17
rel.↔ abs.↔ 0
expression
representation

G17 It represents itself /
hides, becomes invisible

H17 → arn* expression
representation ,
reproduction, repression /
e.g. chameleon

I17 coded concealed
masked secret
covered

↕

K17 "wrong", slyly
duplicitous two-faced

L17 edged out repressed
masked deceived

M17 unopen
occultmystical opak
dubious

N17 ↓ truth expression openness
→ muteness unopenness
↑illusorydistortions caricatures,
enemy images

O17 go silent / false appear
f.move f.action, f.project
fantasize

P17 edge out repress hide,
deceive, delude

Q17 inexpressively
unclearly / coded
symbolically mysteriously
also unconsciously

S17 disturbance of expression
reproduction, representation,
symbolizing, signaliing, de-/coding
externalisation, projections (like
linguistic disturbances)

T17 disturbed (dfh)
expression
reproduction

U17 disturbed (dfh) expression above
all speech eg paraphasia ("word salad")
schizophasia verbigeration echolalia.
the reality false reflect

V17 concealed, too unconscious unclear;-Symb
e.g. symbolic, coded language, thinking, parami

A18 assess, judge
meanings values

B18 intrinsic values
meanings judgments
settings self-esteem

C18 thinking assessment
reviews judgments
evaluations

D18 a) evaluate think
judge b) mean
c) handle with it

E18 adjustment of person,
anti-/ logicism/-cognitivism
ethical nihilism/ `absolutism´ (psych.)

F18
rel.↔ abs.↔ 0
meanings, values

G18 It de-/valuates itself

H18 → arn* significance
value meaning

I18 f.worth/
worthless

↕

K18 despise cynical
disgracefully servile/
haughty
validity addictive

L18 ignored, unloved
mispriced despised
overrated

M18 depreciated /
overrated bloated
distendedly
ambiguously

N18 ↓ meaning, values →
meaninglessness blindness
↑false values, meanings
selfworth disturbance

O18 lack/ f.assess
misunderstand misinterpret ,
also think: misjudge,
deteriorate

P18 depreciate
ignore /
overrate blow up

Q18 banally illogically /
ambiguously
inadequately false-valued

S18 disturbance of value systems
and functions: JUDGMENT and
THINK, meanings selection
abstracting, generalizing, transferring.
(e.g. mania)

T18 disturbed (dfh)
value meanings
above all selfvalue

U18 disturbed (dfh) judge, thinking (basic
symptom Bleuler), illogical thinking
(Paralogie) Delusion
↕ Important / different meanings

V18 too insignificant, unimportant false meanin
hypermeanings
in the thinking, behavior, experience...

A19 past

B19 past experience habit
memory of innate
inherited

C19 relation to past
memory reminding
retroversion -spection
forgotten habituation

D19 a) also: live b) be
used, have been
c) handle with past

E19 conservatism empircism
traditionalism / modernism

F19
rel.↔ abs.↔ 0
past

G19 It chronicizes itself
It works away

H19→ arn* past
relation to past

I19 a-/ false historical
atavistic

↕

K19 reactionary
eternally yesterday´s
diehard
overconventional

L19 infantilized
false-stamped affected
traumatized
conventionalized

M19 crude regressive
archaic false-wellworn false-inherited

N19 ↓past → inexperiences
unripeness ↑ false habits
traumatized being

O19 regress* / senile, also:
ossify

P19 dwell on past,
f.refer back flee escape,
reenact

Q19 archaically
anachronistically
also:too unconscious
chronically deadlocked

S19 disturbance of past and resp.
functions: DEVELOPMENT
recollection repetition experience
forgotten (e.g.regressions, amnesia)

T19 disturbed (dfh)
past

U19 development is faultily and faultily
remind, regressions
↕ of different times

V19 archaic atavisms, e.g. archaic thinking, arc
Ego-anachoresis / false habits

A20 present

B20 pers.present
also internal clock
timing

C20 timing mindfulness
time experience
present relation
slowing acceleration

D20 a+b be in the time
live develop
c) with the time handle

E20 carpe-diem
modernism actualism

F20
rel.↔ abs.↔ 0
present

G20 It realizes itself
perpetuates /
eludes the present

H20 → arn* present,
timelessness, /
seemlingly eternal /
delayed

↕
I20 not presently
false presently
anachronistic

K20 sluggish /
impatient impulsive
speedy

L20 puts off
driven

M20 boring timesleepy too late / too
hasty rushes shortlived breathtaking

N20 ↓ time rest → phlegm
↑ restlessness hurriedness

O20 creep along crawl:rush /
back and forth race,

P20 time wasting, put off,
hold out, shift /
rush press

Q20 delayed never again
delayed too slowly too late
endlessly / too quickly
briefly discontinuous

S20 disturbance of. present and its
functions: TIME EXPERIENCE,
present relation, slowing acceleration

T20 disturbed (dfh)
present

U20 disturbed (dfh) time experience, e.g.
of the time shutdown, merge of the time,
time breakdown (Jaspers) ↕ times

V20 delays, "blockage" no/ too long postduratio
e.g. of the affects,
subj. feeling, e.g. flow of thought is tough/ high-

A21 future

B21 pers. future relations
trends perspectives
entelechy

C21 future relation
developments anticipation
expectation prevention

D21 a) plan hope
expect anticipate
b) become arrive

E21 utopism progressivism /
apocalypse fatalistic ideologies

F21
rel.↔ abs./0
future

G21 It preprograms
anticipates itself/
remains

H21 → arn* future, aim/
future-, hopelessness

I21 hopelessly
f. perspectively

↕

K21 utopistic
/ desultorily aimless

L21 unprepared
fail-prepared

M21 disappointed
uncertain hopeless
utopian fanciful

N21 ↓ perspective →
hopelessness
↑utopia, future timidity

O21 despair resign
false imagine f.antizipate

P21 do not plan nothing
hope / the wrong expect

Q21 aimlessly
unpredictable undirected
f.-preprogrammed

S21 disturbance of pers. future and
its functions: FUTURE RELATION,
anticipation, adjustment on...

T21 disturbed (dfh)
future

U21 disturbed (dfh) future relation
↕ from different future

V21 disconnected, unpredictable e.g. unpredicta
(Benedetti, Redlich)

A22 right or wrong act
solve

B22 pers. guilt , fault
omissions

C22 disturbances
correction compensation
tolerance feedback
revision grace solution

D22 a) mistake
b) be faulty c) with
mistakes handle such
as correct correct

E22 perfectionism
also laissez-faire-ideologies

F22 rel.↔ abs.↔ 0
mistake, revision
forgiveness

G22 It does not correct
itself; takes revenge

H22 → arn* correction

I22 uncorrected
false, wrong
intolerable
overcorrected

↕

K22 merciless pitiless
revengeful inquisitorial
unjust unfairly impenitent

L22 uncorrected unsolved
condemns false-corrected

M22 deficient faulty
uncorrected
unawarded badly
irreversible

N22 ↓correction compensation→
↑debt intolerance

O22 further missing
feel ashamed

P22 fail correct, condemn
sublimate*,
fail- overcompensate
countertake see above
justify

Q22 faultily uncorrected
hyper-, false-reactively

S22 disturbance of CORRECTION
and rep. functions:, feed
back,revision restoration, check,
deletion (depression etc)

T22 disturbed (dfh)
error/ lack of errror

U22 disturbed (dfh) correction
regularisation
↕ from guilt / innocence

V22 uncorrected unsolved, e.g. uncorrectable w
convictions (see also delusion) Faulty in all func
of the psyche possibly

A23 negative
repel, fend off

B23 pers. protection
defense

C23 defense protection
compensation coping
avoidance

D23 a) neg. make
b) in the neg. be
c) with neg. handle,
e.g. repel

E23 pacifism masochism
/ militarism nazism sadism

F23
rel.↔ abs.↔ 0
negative

G23 It armor-plates, It arms
itself, It becomes
uninfluenceable /
becomes weak, helpless

H23 → arn* defense
tank/ -helplessness weak
spot, sore point

I23 armored /
defenseless
unbearably

↕

K23 aggressively,
sadistically/
false protecting/
pacifistic, masochistic

L23 defenseless unprotected/
traumatized, threatened/
armored armed

M23 unprotected in
naked grievously
unbearably
uninfluenceable

N23 ↓ protection, peace →
defenseless, vulnerability
~ false defense
↑hyperforms: armor plating

O23 give up surrender,
decompensate/ fail fend
displace repress

P23 not or f.protect,
uncover, bare itself/
suffer cry grief /
threaten armor-plate

Q23 too passively
irritateable defect
hyperreactively
uninfluenceable

S23 disturbance of DEFENSE,.
defensive systems/ functions:
defense, reaction, protective (e.g.
with allergies, immune weaknesses

T23 disturbed (dfh)
protection, defense

U23 disturbed (dfh) defense, vulnerability
(G. Benedetti, Jaspers) defense often
based on symptoms. resistance
↕ from first / second-rate protection

V23 raised vulnerability, (subj.: feeling of the ov
also of the "made" see above); Pat. feels threate
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